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Nuclear renaissance  …

Energy is the engine of development

1.6 billion people have no access to electricity
2.4 billion continue to rely on biomass fuels

African countries: electricity per capita consumption: 50 KW/h/year
= average of 6 watts/person - less than a normal light bulb – less than 
needed for personal computer

OECD countries: electricity per capita consumption 8600 KW/h/year
= 170 times higher
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EXPECTATIONS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

New horizons for nuclear energy …

 a growing number of countries are seriously considering introducing or 
expanding the use of nuclear power as part of their energy mix

 vital that the expected increase in the use of nuclear power is properly 
managed, taking in account all relevant factors of safety, security, 
economics and non-proliferation 

 if there is a surge in nuclear power reliance, questions will arise: 
 how will the nuclear fuel cycle in general be managed?
 how will the demand for fuel cycle services be met?
 will existing supply sources suffice?
 will new fuel cycle facilities be needed?

 it will be essential to evolve a new framework to ensure that nuclear 
energy remains a source of hope and prosperity for humanity and is not a 
tool for self-destruction ~ which is a vision of the IAEA Statute

ASSURANCE OF SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL

 States need confidence … for fuel supplies in a predictable, stable 
and cost effective manner over the long term … and also to have 
back-up mechanisms to protect against disruptions

 different States may develop different approaches to fuel supply
security

 each State has the right to decide on all matters regarding its 
nuclear fuel cycle options

 at the start of this new phase, the focus has been on the front-end 
of the nuclear fuel cycle – beginning with assurance of supply of 
LEU
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Past Efforts

Initiatives on multilateral approaches to the nuclear fuel cycle are not 
new:

• Baruch Plan: proposed an International Atomic Development 
Authority – 1946

• Atoms for Peace: speech to UNGA by US President Eisenhower – 1953 
– proposed an IAEA and international control of the nuclear fuel cycle

• IAEA Statute (1956): Article III.B.2 and Article XII.A.5 provide for 
Agency control over excess special fissionable materials

• IAEA study project on regional nuclear fuel cycle centres (RNFC) –
1975 to 1977

• Committee on International Plutonium Storage (IPS) – 1978 – 1982
• International Fuel Cycle Evaluation Programme (INFCE) – 1977 to 

1980
• United Nations Conference for the Promotion of International Co-

operation in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy (UNCPICPUNE) -
1987

• Committee on Assurances of Supply (CAS) – 1980 to 1987
• International Symposium on Nuclear Fuel and Reactor Strategies: 

Adjusting to New Realities (1997)
• Technical, Economic and Institutional Aspects of Regional Spent Fuel 

Storage Facilities (RSFSF) – 2003 IAEA TecDoc

Strengthening the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime

“the wide dissemination of the most proliferation-
sensitive parts of the nuclear fuel cycle…could be the 
‘Achilles’ heel’ of the nuclear non-proliferation regime.
It is important to tighten control over these operations, 
which could be done by bringing them under some form 
of multilateral control, in a limited number of regional 
centers…. aware that this is a complex issue, and that a 
variety of views exist on the feasibility or possible 
modalities of such a multilateral approach. However…
we owe it to ourselves to examine all possible options 
available to us”

-Introductory Statement to the
IAEA Board of Governors by the
Director General, March 2004
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Report of the Expert Group on 
Multilateral Approaches

to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

INFCIRC/640

22 February 2005

Method of Analysis

The MNA Group decided to adopt a template by which to 
analyse the technologies:

Type I: Assurances of services not involving ownership of 
facilities:

a) Suppliers provide additional assurances of supply.
b) International consortium of governments.
c) IAEA-related arrangements.

Type II: Conversion of existing national facilities to 
multinational

Type III: Construction of new joint facilities
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Assessment of the Options

Two primary factors dominate all 
assessments of multilateral nuclear 

approaches:

 Assurance of supply and services – measured by the 
associated incentives (e.g. supplier guarantees); the 
economic benefits that would be gained by participating 
countries; and better political and public acceptance for 
such projects

 Assurance of non-proliferation – measured by the 
various proliferation risks associated with a nuclear facility, 
whether national or multilateral

Recommendations

 that steps be taken to strengthen overall controls of the nuclear 
fuel cycle and the transfer of technology, including safeguards 
and export controls: the former by promoting universal 
adherence to Additional Protocols, the latter through a more 
stringent implementation of guidelines and a universal 
participation in their development

 that attention be given - by the IAEA Member States, by the 
IAEA itself, by the nuclear industry and by other nuclear 
organizations - to multilateral nuclear approaches in general

and to five suggested approaches
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Five Suggested Approaches: 1

1. Reinforcing existing commercial market 
mechanisms on a case-by-case basis 
through long-term contracts and transparent 
suppliers’ arrangements with government 
backing. Examples would be: fuel leasing 
and fuel take-back offers, commercial offers 
to store and dispose of spent fuel, as well as 
commercial fuel banks

Five Suggested Approaches: 2

2. Developing and implementing international 
supply guarantees with IAEA participation.  
Different models should be investigated, 
notably with the IAEA as guarantor of 
service supplies, e.g. as administrator of a 
fuel bank
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Five Suggested Approaches: 3

3. Promoting voluntary conversion of existing 
facilities to MNAs, and pursuing them as 
confidence-building measures, with the 
participation of NPT non-nuclear-weapon 
States and nuclear-weapon States, and non-
NPT States

Five Suggested Approaches: 4

4. Creating, through voluntary agreements and 
contracts, multinational, and in particular 
regional, MNAs for new facilities based on 
joint ownership, drawing rights or co-
management for front-end and back-end 
nuclear facilities, such as uranium 
enrichment; fuel reprocessing; disposal and 
storage of spent fuel (and combinations 
thereof). Integrated nuclear power parks 
would also serve this objective
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Five Suggested Approaches: 5

5. The scenario of a further expansion of 
nuclear energy around the world might call 
for the development of a nuclear fuel cycle 
with stronger multilateral arrangements –
by region or by continent - and for broader 
cooperation, involving the IAEA and the 
international community

Why revisit this option?
Back to the Future

• Facilitate use of nuclear energy by 
new countries

• Bring new capacity / diversity to 
the market 

• Possible break-out capability 
• Rise of a clandestine market in 

nuclear technologies / items
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New roles – new fuel cycle framework

• Primary concerns
• Enrichment
• Reprocessing

• Facilitate nuclear 
power

• Reduce proliferation 
risks

MNA Proposals received to date

• Multilateral Approaches to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle – IAEA Expert Group Report (Feb. 2005)  INFCIRC/640

• 17.4 MT of excess HEU for down-blending as LEU fuel and used as part of a fuel bank under an assurance of 
supply scheme – USA (Sept. 2005) INFCIRC/659

• International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Centres - Russian Federation (Jan.2006) INFCIRC/667

• Global Nuclear Energy Partnership – USA (Feb.2006)

• World Nuclear Association – TENEX, AREVA, URENCO, USEC (May 2006)

• Six-Country Proposal for Assured Access to Nuclear Fuel (June 2006) 

• Japan “IAEA Standby Arrangements System for Assurance of Nuclear Fuel Supply” (Sept. 2006) INFCIRC/683

• IAEA Administered Nuclear Fuel Bank (NTI offer of US$ 50m) (Sept.2006) 

• United Kingdom “Enrichment Bonds” (Sept. 2006) INFCIRC/707 “Nuclear Fuel Assurance”

• Russian Federation “LEU Reserve” at IUEC at Angarsk (Jan and May 2007) INFCIRC/708

• German Proposal for an International Nuclear Fuel Centre (May 2007) INFCIRC/704 /727 /735/ 765/

• Austrian proposal for a International Nuclear Fuel Bank (May 2007) INFCIRC/706

• Nuclear Fuel Cycle (EU) (June 2007) 

• Germany/Netherlands/UK “Multilateral Cooperation on Energy Security” (Sept. 2007) INFCIRC/713
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IAEA SPECIAL EVENT AT GC 50:
Chair’s Summary

An assurance of supply mechanism needed to address:

 interruptions of supply of nuclear fuel due to political 
considerations that might dissuade initiation or expansion 
of nuclear power programmes, and 

 the vulnerabilities that create incentives for building new 
national enrichment and reprocessing capabilities 

solely a back-up to commercial market

no curtailment of States’ rights to peaceful uses of nuclear 
energy

www.iaea.org/About/Policy/GC/GC50/SideEvent/report220906.pdf

GOV/INF/2007/11
Possible New Framework for the Utilization of Nuclear Energy: 

Options for Assurance of Supply of Nuclear Fuel

June 2007
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GOV/INF/2007/11
Introduction

 Legal basis

 Statute … sufficiently broad to allow Agency to provide fuel cycle 
services

 the Agency is regularly providing such services

GOV/INF/2007/11
Possible Framework

 Current proposals, in one way or another, seek to provide an 
assurance of supply of LEU

 … they present different options … their diversity enables 
consumer States to choose options according to their interests 
and needs 

 … some common themes provide the basis for a possible 
framework for assurance of supply: 

of uranium enrichment services and LEU itself, and also of fuel 
assemblies 

-- thus the framework addresses both LEU and fuel fabrication
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POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSURANCE OF
SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL (LEU) GOV/INF/2007/11

 For LEU a suggested possible framework might have three levels:

 Level 1: existing global market arrangements for nuclear fuel supply

 Level 2: back-up commitments provided by suppliers of enrichment 
services and governments, and

 Level 3: a physical LEU reserve under IAEA control, or a virtual LEU 
reserve based on commitments by governments

POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSURANCE OF
SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL: THREE LEVELS

Fuel assembly fabrication

If supply disruption, then the 
Director General assesses if 

criteria are met

If so, government 
commitments apply, and the 
customer seeks alternative 

acceptable bid

If no acceptable bid is received

Level 1

Level 2

Contingent clauses take 
effect to expand fabrication 

alternatives

Customer seeks acceptable 
bid from expanded pool of 

alternatives

Level 3

If so, the remaining enrichers cover 
the contract in equal shares and 
government commitments apply

Level 2

Level 1

If supply disruption, then the 
Director General assesses if 

criteria are met

If any enricher or government fails 
to honour its Level 2 commitments

Level 3

LEU is provided from a physical 
reserve controlled by the Agency, 

and possibly other physical reserves

and/or

LEU is provided by governments 
according to prior supply commitments

LEU

Normal marketNormal market

Fuel assembly fabrication

If supply disruption, then the 
Director General assesses if 

criteria are met

If so, government 
commitments apply, and the 
customer seeks alternative 

acceptable bid

If no acceptable bid is received

Level 1

Level 2

Contingent clauses take 
effect to expand fabrication 

alternatives

Customer seeks acceptable 
bid from expanded pool of 

alternatives

Level 3

Contingent clauses take 
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alternatives

Customer seeks acceptable 
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alternatives

Level 3

If so, the remaining enrichers cover 
the contract in equal shares and 
government commitments apply

If so, the remaining enrichers cover 
the contract in equal shares and 
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Level 2

Level 1

If supply disruption, then the 
Director General assesses if 

criteria are met

If any enricher or government fails 
to honour its Level 2 commitments

Level 3

LEU is provided from a physical 
reserve controlled by the Agency, 

and possibly other physical reserves

and/or

LEU is provided by governments 
according to prior supply commitments

Level 3

LEU is provided from a physical 
reserve controlled by the Agency, 

and possibly other physical reserves

and/or

LEU is provided by governments 
according to prior supply commitments

LEU

Normal marketNormal marketNormal marketNormal market
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POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSURANCE OF
SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL: FUEL CENTRES

 International Nuclear Fuel Centres (INFC)

 Factors that relevant to assuring confidence in the contribution of 
INFCs to assurance of supply include:

 Clear, indisputable Agency claim on LEU, for a last resort reserve 
(virtual or physical) or enrichment services

 Commitment from INFCs for provision of back-up enrichment services 
and/or LEU, i.e. a commitment to covering a LEU supply contract in the 
event of a non-commercial cut-off by another supplier, guaranteed 
export licences, and non-retaliation commitments

 Clearly defined legal basis

 Multiple locations for storing physical reserves of LEU, including 
outside of the host State, and

 Extent of Agency involvement

POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSURANCE OF
SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL: CRITERIA

 Possible Framework for Criteria for Assurance of 
Supply

 Open to participation by all Member States of the Agency

 Criteria would need to be the same for all States and applied in a 
consistent manner without prejudice to any State’s future fuel 
cycle options in the context of multilateral approaches

 Board of Governors to establish supply criteria in advance, to 
ensure consistency for all States wishing to make use of the 
framework

 Once a request for supply is received by the Agency, the 
Director General would decide whether it meets the supply 
criteria – and to trigger supply  
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POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSURANCE OF
SUPPLY OF NUCLEAR FUEL: CRITERIA

 Possible Criteria for Assurance of Supply 
 The criteria listed below are not meant to be definitive or 

exhaustive:

 The disruption must be for a reason not related to technical or 
non-proliferation reasons 

 Consumer State should have in force a safeguards agreement 
that applies to the material that will be supplied through such a 
framework

 Conclusion drawn on the non-diversion of declared nuclear 
material in the most recent Safeguards Implementation Report 
(SIR), and no safeguards issues before the Board of Governors

 Other criteria to be prescribed by the Board, for example, an 
Additional Protocol in force, nuclear security and nuclear safety 
requirements

Assurance of Supply
GOV/2009/30 and GOV/2009/31

June 2009

Assurance of Supply
Proposal by the Director General for the Establishment

of an IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

_______________

Assurance of Supply
Report by the Director General

Russian Federation Initiative to Establish a Reserve
of Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) for the Supply of LEU to the IAEA for its 

Member States
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IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank (GOV/2009/30)

 IAEA LEU Bank

 Legal authority

 Background 

 Description and financial requirements

 Establishment and operation

 Supply of LEU to a Member State

 Eligibility Criteria

 Process

 Model Agreement

 Supply of LEU

 Use of LEU

 Price

 Safeguards

 Safety and security

 Liability

 Duration

IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

 IAEA LEU Bank Legal Authority (Statute)

 the Agency is authorized to acquire materials, services and 
equipment, and establish its own facilities and plants, in order to 
facilitate the practical application of nuclear energy for peaceful 
purposes (Article III) 

 the possibility of Member States making available to the Agency 
services, equipment and facilities (Article X)

 act as an intermediary to secure fuel cycle services and supply 
of nuclear material (Articles IX, XI)

 receipt, custody, supply of nuclear material (Article X)
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IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

 Funds

 voluntary funds: NTI ($50m), Norway ($5m), USA ($49.54m),  
UAE ($10m), EU (up to €25m), Kuwait ($10m)                                   
- approx. $54m deposited in suspense account

 (if LEU Bank approved, funds would be “accepted”
(GC(45)/RES/9))

 ensure no conditions are attached to hamper independent 
operation of bank and/or delivery of LEU

 $150m sufficient for 60~80 tonnes of LEU* = one full core for 
1000MW(e) LWR = 3 annual reloads 

(*enough electricity for 2m Austrian households for 3 years)

IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

 Location of IAEA LEU Bank

 in Member State(s), preferably with developed 
nuclear infrastructure ~ Kazakhstan offer

 Host State Agreement: P&I, safety, security, liability, 
transit arrangements with neighbouring States, 
independent operation

 IAEA LEU Bank

 LEU would be IAEA property

 IAEA would be responsible for safety, etc.
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IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

 Rights of Member States intact

 the rights of Member States, including establishing or 
expanding their own production capacity in the nuclear fuel 
cycle, would remain intact and would not in any way be 
compromised or diminished

 IAEA bank, one of several mechanisms for an international 
framework for assurance of supply designed to provide an 
additional level of assurance for the front end of the fuel cycle

 additional options for assurance of supply would be over and 
above the rights that exist at present

 the scheme is voluntary and available when needed

LEU Bank: supply sequence

• State A contracts with Company in State B for nuclear fuel supply
• State B-State A dispute causes the Company to cancel fuel delivery
• State A unable to identify other commercial suppliers
• State A requests assistance from IAEA
• IAEA DG considers request and approves LEU provision from fuel bank
• State A concludes and brings into force an agreement with the IAEA -

pays IAEA in full in advance
• LEU (UF6) sent to fabricator

 DG would keep the Board informed throughout the process

• (Fuel delivered to State A by fuel fabricator)
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IAEA Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Bank

What it is:

• Insurance

• Last-resort

• Small

• LEU (UF6)

• Transparent

• Reliable

What it is not:

• Constraint

• Abridging rights

• Market alternative

• Fabricated fuel

Russian Federation: LEU Reserve for IAEA Member States

 2006 Initiative of Russian President, and responding to the 
DG’s initiative

 guaranteed reserve of LEU 

 LEU to be provided to the IAEA for supply to Member States 
experiencing a supply disruption

 rights of Member States not affected to develop their own 
nuclear fuel cycle production facility

 Russia would be responsible for the cost of the LEU reserve, 
storage, safeguards, security, safety

 Member State(s) would only pay for actual LEU supplied

 no costs to be incurred by the IAEA

 no conflict with other proposals on assurance of supply, 
adds to options available
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Russian Federation: LEU Reserve for IAEA Member States 
(GOV/2009/31, GOV/2009/76)

 Russian Federation / IAEA Agreement

 LEU reserve

 120 tonnes LEU* (UF6) 

 enrichment level: 2.0% ~ 4.95%

 at least 40 tonnes 4.95% LEU available for reserve by 12/2010

 remaining 80 tonnes within 2 years of reserve set up

 enrichment range suitable for most power reactors 

 (*enough electricity for 2m Austrian households for 6 years)

 Delivery of LEU

 DG notification requesting LEU

 LEU delivered at St. Petersburg to IAEA, with all necessary 
licences and authorizations required under Russian law for 
subsequent export of LEU out of Russia

 IAEA would take ownership of LEU at St. Petersburg

 IAEA would immediately transfer ownership to requesting 
Member State

 licences and authorizations valid for export of LEU out of Russia

Russian Federation: LEU Reserve for IAEA Member States

 IAEA/Russia agreement + IAEA/Member State Model 
Agreement

 both approved by the IAEA Board of Governors on 27 November 
2009 ~ IAEA/Russia Agreement signed in Vienna on 29 March 2010  

 in giving its approval, the Board authorized the DG to supply 
LEU from the LEU reserve to Member States in accordance with 
the eligibility criteria approved by the Board, and only with the 
provisions of the IAEA/Member State model agreement, without 
the requirement for a case-by-case authorization by the Board*

 *this would further strengthen confidence in the assurance of supply
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LEU reserve: supply sequence

• State A contracts with a Company in State B for nuclear reactors and fuel 
supply

• State B-State A dispute causes the Company to cancel fuel delivery
• State A unable to identify other commercial suppliers
• State A requests assistance from IAEA
• IAEA DG considers request and approves LEU provision from fuel reserve
• State A concludes and brings into force an agreement with the IAEA - pays 

IAEA in full in advance
• IAEA DG notifies Russia for LEU 
• IAEA receives LEU at St. Petersburg, transfers to State A
• LEU (UF6) sent to fabricator by State A

 DG would keep the Board informed throughout the process

• (Fuel delivered to State A by fuel fabricator)

Why only LEU and not NU?

 reason for focusing on the supply assurance of LEU through an IAEA 
LEU bank is that the vast majority of nuclear power plants (NPPs) are 
light water reactors (LWRs) using LEU, while the number of reactors 
using natural uranium is relatively small

 inclusion of natural uranium in the LEU reserve, which is technically 
possible, could also be considered, if requested by Member States and 
the necessary funding is made available

 48 (11%) NPPs use natural uranium (44 pressurized heavy water 
reactors (PHWRs) plus 4 MAGNOX reactors) and 388 (89%) NPPs use 
low enriched uranium (92 boiling water reactors (BWRs), 2 fast breeder 
reactors (FBRs), 14 gas cooled reactors (GCRs), 16 graphite 
moderated light water cooled reactors (LWGRs) and 264 pressurized 
light water reactors (PWRs)) - 1 PHWR with very slightly enriched 
uranium, i.e. 0.9% instead of 0.7% natural uranium.
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Why only LEU and not fuel assemblies?

 None of the proposals presented thus far provide an assurance of
supply of nuclear fuel assemblies, which would be a more challenging 
and complex undertaking

 proposals initially have focused on assuring supply of LEU

 fuel fabrication services are more widely dispersed than enrichment 
services: currently there are 13 enrichment facilities in 9 countries 
versus 34 fabrication plants in 18 States

 follow-on step to the IAEA LEU bank, could look into mechanisms for 
providing assurance of fuel assembly fabrication, recognizing that the 
development of a full assurance of supply mechanism necessarily 
would be a step-by-step process

Multilateral (International) Uranium Enrichment Centres:
Confidence-Building Factors
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MUEC: Confidence-Building Factors

• Multilateral (International) Uranium 
Enrichment Centres (MUECs) are likely to 
focus on providing uranium enrichment 
services for the “assured supply” of 
enriched uranium product (EUP)

• MUECs could contribute to build 
confidence in the second and third levels 
of assurances of supply of nuclear fuel

I

MUEC: Confidence-Building Factors

• Building confidence in the second and third 
levels of assurances of supply of nuclear fuel 
means: 

Level 2: “Back-up” assurances by suppliers –
MUECs contribution to assurances of services 
and/or enriched uranium product

Level 3: Reserves/fuel bank: virtual or physical –
MUECs contribution to assurances of enriched 
uranium product



Slide 43

I1 IAEA, 20/03/2007
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MUEC: Essential Confidence-Building Factors

 Factors that relevant to assuring confidence in the contribution of 
MUECs to assurance of supply include:

 Clear, indisputable Agency claim on LEU, for a last resort reserve 
(virtual or physical) or enrichment services

 Commitment from MUECs for provision of back-up enrichment 
services and/or LEU, i.e. a commitment to covering a LEU supply 
contract in the event of a non-commercial cut-off by another supplier, 
guaranteed export licences, and non-retaliation commitments

 Clearly defined legal basis
 Multiple locations for storing physical reserves of LEU, including 

outside of the host State, and
 Agency involvement in decision making process/executive body of 

the MUEC (to help assure supply when conditions are met)

MUEC: General Confidence-Building Factors

• Objective of the MUEC

1. Assurance of supply to all interested 
Parties or   

2. Assurance of supply to Contracting 
Parties
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MUEC: General Confidence-Building Factors

Role of the IAEA in an MUEC

 IAEA as a guarantor of supply (through the 
Basic Instrument or other legal arrangement) 

 IAEA provides certification of compliance by a 
user State with agreed criteria for the 
assurance of supply

 IAEA applies safeguards to the EUP at the 
centre and in the Consumer State

MUEC: General Confidence-Building Factors

Legal Structure

 Basic instrument an international agreement with IAEA an role in
establishing the MUEC as an international entity

 States Parties agree on guarantees of EUP delivery to States Parties and 
third States in accordance with decision of the DG as authorized by the 
Board of Governors based on pre-agreed criteria

 Advance guarantees regarding export and transport licenses
 Basic instrument provides for separate commercial control of business 

activities through joint ventures or stock companies open to enterprises 
of all States Parties to the basic instrument in terms of law other than 
national law of State hosting MUEC

 Basic instrument provides for governmental control over the 
instrument's implementation

 Interlocking levels of compatible legal arrangements between basic 
instrument and commercial contracts and with various participants and 
service providers

 Dispute settlement at all levels of agreements (including commercial)  
subject to international law and procedures and not national law
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UK-led Nuclear Fuel Assurance

UK-led Nuclear Fuel Assurance

 The NFA is a model for an Agreement between the 
governments of supplier and recipient States, co-signed by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), to back up 
existing or imminent contracts for fuel supplies for peaceful 
nuclear energy programmes 

 An NFA will enable supplier States to provide an additional 
political assurance to recipient states of a commitment not to 
interfere in the delivery of commercial nuclear fuel contracts, 
subject to recipients meeting their international non-
proliferation commitments and the conditions set out in the 
Agreement

• http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/global-issues/weapons/nuclear-weapons/peaceful-
uses/010-nuclear-fuel-assurance/
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UK-led Nuclear Fuel Assurance

• The UK is proposing 2 models, according to whether:

1. The State offering the Fuel Assurance also has the enrichment contract 
– A Basic Fuel Exports Assurance

2.The State offering the Fuel Assurance is not the State with the 
enrichment contract - A Standby International Fuel Assurance

• Key element of both models is the pre-approval of Export Licences which 
can only be revoked due to credible proliferation risks or unauthorised 
diversion of nuclear materials

• Government to Government assurance of no unjustified intervention in the 
running of Uranium Enrichment Contracts 

• IAEA to ‘countersign’

Broad but not Universal support for 
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Mechanisms
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International Project on Innovative Nuclear 
Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO)

• IAEA General Conference
 Resolutions adopted & continuously reiterated since 2000 •
 G8 Summit
 Global Energy Security, St. Petersburg, 2006
 “The development of innovative nuclear power systems is considered an important 

element for efficient and safe nuclear energy development. In this respect, we 
acknowledge the efforts made in the complementary frameworks of the INPRO 
project and the Generation IV International Forum” •

 US–Russia Strategic Framework Declaration 2008
 US President George W. Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin
 “The Russian Federation and the US support the IAEA Project on Innovative 

Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO) that has brought together both the 
States with developed nuclear technology and States running small-scale nuclear 
programmes or just developing plans for peaceful use of nuclear energy”

 INPRO Tenth Anniversary Brochure
 INPRO provides a forum for discussion and cooperation for experts and policy 

makers from industrialized and developing countries on sustainable nuclear energy 
planning, development and deployment.

INPRO: IAEA GC 2008 and September 2010 brochure

Statement on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy
(St. Petersburg: 25 January 2006)

• countries equal access to nuclear energy, while stressing reliable 
compliance with the requirements of the non-proliferation regime

• creation of a system of international centres providing nuclear 
fuel cycle services, including enrichment, on a non-
discriminatory basis and under the control of the IAEA

• Russia prepared to establish an international centre on its 
territory

• innovative new technologies will be required to create new 
generation reactors and fuel cycles

• such issues can be resolved only through broad-based 
international cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
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International Framework for Nuclear Energy 
Cooperation (ex-GNEP) (June 2010)

• Examine mutually beneficial approaches to ensure the 
use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes … in an 
efficient manner … meets highest standards of 
security, safety and non-proliferation

• Cradle-to-grave nuclear fuel management: 
comprehensive commercially-based global nuclear 
fuel services including fuel supply and removal 

• Reliable nuclear fuel services working group: to 
identify common interests and recommended practical 
measures for reliable comprehensive fuel service 
arrangements 

Questions? 


